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Executive Summary 

Water issues continued to remain a priority in 2013 for Dawson Creek City Mayor and Council 

following upon a second drought last year. The subsequent launch of a SureWater initiative was 

undertaken in response to growing concerns about the viability of the City’s water supply. That work, 

led by the City’s Executive and Management was aimed at understanding public concerns about the 

existing water supply system. Educational resources, public presentations, and opinion survey were 

undertaken to explore options for enhanced water security including consideration of an 

independent proposal for an alternative long-term pipeline water source from the Murray or Peace 

River. The Watershed Steward provided input to this initiative through technical reviews and 

presentations to increase public awareness and background on the state of watershed knowledge. 

This report provides an annual summary of Program activities, watershed management objectives 

achieved and key research findings for the past year. It summarizes milestones in the achievement 

of Program goals related to three major topic areas in Watershed Planning and Referrals, Research 

and Monitoring, Governance and Awareness. Highlights are provided on key challenges with program 

implementation, status and recommendations going forward to enable continued implementation of 

the Watershed Program, and increasing security of both drinking water supply and safety 

Highlights: Over the past year, efforts in the Watershed Stewardship Program continue to be aimed at the 

following initiatives: 

(A) expanding watershed research (i) completion and follow-up up to a 3 yr supported project with the 

University of Northern BC focused on Hydrology and Land-Use Change; (ii) development of 

hydrogeological cross-sections to follow-up Montney Water Project; (iii) completion of UNBC Eco-

Health and Watersheds Project (iv) completion of Lower Kiskatinaw River Riparian Stewardship 

project (Environment Canada); (v)  continued collaboration in snow-survey and monitoring (Forestry 

Lands & Natural Resource Operations) and linkages with the Ministry of Environment for data 

integration; (vi) supplementary hydrological, water quality and land-use monitoring ; (vii) initiation of 

the Bearhole Water Balance study to estimate ongoing Lake recharge and outflows. 

 

(B) addressing Source Water Protection Plan (SWPP) objectives: (i) expanded water quality sampling 

program through-out the watershed; (ii) initiation of Dawson Creek Drinking Water Quality Risk 

Assessment update; (iii) follow-up on sediment source/water quality study supported by 

Environment Canada on Crawley Road to enable mitigation and best mgt practices; (iv) ongoing 

consultations and referrals with government and industry concerning SWPP implementation; (v) 

ongoing review of industry development projects (office and field reviews). 

 

(C) building various strategic partnerships: (i) expanded working relationship with an informal “Inter-

Agency Watershed Working Group”1; (ii) initiation of a Kiskatinaw Watershed Information Portal 

(UNBC Eco-Health Project and GIS lab); (iii) participation on the North-East Oil & Gas Health 

Advisory Committee; (iv) explored further research partnerships ( GeoScience BC, Canadian Water 

Network and University of Alberta); (v) increased collaboration with community watershed groups 

(Dawson Creek Watershed Society, Timberline Nature Club, Ducks Unlimited); (vi) review and input 

to independent studies or graduate on water use and governance (Government of Quebec, Council 

of Canadian Academies, Universities of Alberta, Victoria and Northern BC) 

 

                                                   
1
 including BC Oil & Gas Commission (BCOGC), Forestry Lands & Natural Resource Operations (FLRNO), 

Environment (MoE) and the Northern Health Authority (NHA); 

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/waterforum/
http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/cityhall/departments/water/watershed/background-watershed-management-plans/


 

 
(D) strengthening public awareness:  (i) support for SureWater Information Campaign with public 

presentations; (ii) development and initiation Dawson Creek Watershed Awareness Project (Phase 

1: Creek signage, riparian education)  in association with various community groups2; (iii) continued 

participation in final year of the Eco-Health & Watersheds project (UNBC lead) with various outputs 

including videos (One Island Lake), and practitioner workshops; (iv) expansion of on-line 

educational resources; (v) participation in community information sessions including stewardship 

groups, community organizations, schools and First Nations; (vi) attended various watershed 

conferences,  seminars, field tours and on-line seminars; (vii) community meetings with First 

Nations  and (viii) nomination for BC Excellence in Water Stewardship Award, and receipt of BC 

Annual Grant “Endowment in Water Stewardship” 

 

(E) watershed policy,  planning and reporting: (i) input to North-East Water Strategy, BC Water 

Sustainability Legislative Proposal, and (ii) monthly reporting to Dawson Creek City Council & Mgt. 

Going Forward in Watershed Stewardship and Water Supply Security 

Observations and Priority Recommendations:  

1) Watershed Program Development:  the City’s continued emphasis on watershed research and 

characterization made important progress following completion and external review of the UNBC water 

study outputs . This effort has provided a foundation for development of an ongoing operational program 

with continued watershed monitoring at select locations so the City will be better positioned to track both 

River and Bearhole Lake level changes for improved water withdrawals management during both peak and 

low flow periods. 

The Province has also been taking some steps at the regional level over the past year on watershed 

characterization, water research and cumulative impact assessment (OGC, FLNRO), but as yet, it is not 

clear how these efforts will link with the objectives of the City’s Watershed Program and Management 

Plans in terms of water supply management and quality protection. Going forward, therefore, it is 

recommended that: 

a. discussions are held and an operational protocol developed with key regional agency representatives 

(OGC, FRLNO, MoE) to ensure there is effective information-sharing and collaboration in line with the 
Program’s watershed research agenda jointly developed with agency participation in 2012; 

b. that there is a continued Program investment in developing a robust hydrological monitoring 

system (equipment, field data collection); 
c. the City proceed with the hiring of a full-time Watershed Technician with oversight and continued 

support for strategic level planning and management by a qualified professional and watershed 

program advisor. 
 

2) Public Awareness: notwithstanding considerable outreach effort by the City  and public communications 

(online sources, media publications, community presentations, and monthly reporting), there appears to be  

incomplete understanding  amongst Dawson Creek residents and stakeholders (e.g possibly as expressed 

by results of the SureWater 2013 survey)  about the viability of the Upper Kiskatinaw as a long-term source 

of water supply given perceptions about quality, low flows and the regulatory regime governing sustainable 

watershed management; it is therefore recommended that: 

a. the current or subsequent SureWater initiative and/or  an independent consultation initiative 
include a formal survey component to evaluate public/stakeholder understanding and their 

information needs regarding viability of water supply and management system and reporting;  

                                                   
2
 DCWAP partners included Dawson Creek Watershed Society, Ducks Unlimited and Timberline Nature Club 



 

 
b. an independent consultant be commissioned to undertake an objective survey of informed 

professional water resource practitioners (government, consulting and industry sectors) on the long-

term viability of the Kiskatinaw River watershed based on known watershed science and the water 
resource management regime; results of these two enquiries would provide a critical foundation on 

which to further evaluate needs for maintaining the current system, and/or focusing on other water 

supply/augmentation options;  
c. a “Dawson Creek Water System Working Group” be established led by City (Director of Sustainable 

Development & Infrastructure or designate) to ensure adequate information-exchange and effective 
collaboration on water use & management with both internal & external parties of interest; 

d. the City continue to maintain the City on-line resources (Water Page and Watershed Stewardship 

Program Facebook page) to ensure focused and effective communication of water-related info; 
 

3) Watershed Program Support: there was very limited but valued Provincial agency involvement 

(concerning policy input, updates to regulations, technical reviews/information requests and consultations) 

in support of Watershed Program goals due to apparent lack of agency public extension capacity; a formal, 

coordinated commitment is critical to effective Source Water Protection and Management Plan 

implementation and Risk Management; it is therefore recommended, that: 

a. a review by a special meeting of the Northern Regional Drinking Water Team to review progress on 

SWPP implementation with engagement of all relevant agency representatives to identify  priorities 

and support needs; since the BC Oil & Gas Commission is not a signatory to the provincial Drinking 

Water Protection MOU (2007), their representation to the NRDWT is recommended; 

b. that a full review of the current Land-Use Referral system be undertaken with all relevant 

government agencies to enhance industry operations pre-planning, environmental mitigation and 

coordinating monitoring/reporting. 

c. further to the latter recommendation, that City Council formally request  to the Province that the 

Upper Kiskatinaw be classified as a “Designated Watershed” according to the Environmental 

Protection and Management Regulation of the Oil  & Gas Activities Act, and in support of Source 

Water Protection Plan requirements of the Drinking Water Protection Act; 

d. that clarity is sought to determine how the Province will be moving forward through the North East 

Water Strategy (resources, staffing, research initiatives) to ensure resources are in place to 

support the Kiskatinaw watershed management plan and SWPP implementation objectives  . 

4) Watershed Governance: Industry, government and stakeholder collaboration continues to make limited 
progress through opportunities for review of development projects (referrals), tours of best practice with 

field operations, and dialogue on watershed management plan implementation. This work however has 
continued primarily on an ad-hoc basis, as there is not yet a formally mandated to enable collaborative 

public decision-making regarding water-use and management in the Upper Kiskatinaw River. 

 
e. that a provincially-mandated and financially resourced Kiskatinaw Watershed Council for the 

purpose of sharing watershed development activity, providing guidance and support for watershed 

research and monitoring, and developing collaborative best-practice initiatives; this Council would 

have both political (Board) and technical (InterAgency Technical Advisory) functions similar in form 

to other watershed management boards which exist in the province, and as proposed in the 

forthcoming BC Water Sustainability Act; 

 

f. that the current Industry Working Group  be expanded beyond oil/gas sector to include forestry, 

agriculture interest and continues to meet annually for reporting on land-use/water management 

operations and initiatives; 
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Community engagement in the Dawson Creek 

Awareness Project and Public launch 

 



 

 
Acronyms: 

BCWWA – BC Water and Waste-Water Association 

BCOGC – BC Oil and Gas Commission 

FLRNO – BC Forestry Lands & Natural Resource Operations 

MOE – BC Ministry of Environment 

NEOGHAC – North-East Oil & Gas Health Advisory Committee 

LRMP – Land and Resource Management Plan 

SWPP – Source Water Protection Plan 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Key Sub-basins of the Upper Kiskatinaw River 



 
 

Dawson Creek Watershed Stewardship Program Development Background 

In 2009, the City of Dawson Creek created the 

position of Watershed Steward along with a 

supporting implementation budget. This role 

was undertaken through a consulting 

agreement with InterraPlan Inc. over the 

period 2010-2013.  This Program forms a 

component of the Water and Environment 

division of the City’s Department of 

Infrastructure and Sustainable Development. 

These efforts are implemented within the 

context of the City’s Water Strategy with the 

goal of developing an integrated water 

sustainability framework (source to tap to 

discharge and re-use), as proposed in the 

attached Figure 1. 

The work relates to the protection and management of the Dawson Creek drinking water supply system 

within the Upper Kiskatinaw River (above Arras intake) in fulfillment of its statutory requirements  (i.e. 

Drinking Water Protection Act, Water Act)  for water and waste-water management. Its overarching goal is 

to support improved decision-making for integrated water management. This effort is designed to fit within 

an evolving systems approach to water which considers upstream supply (supply protection, raw water 

withdrawals and storage), midstream use for treatment (water quality indicators)  and distribution (water 

use/conservation/storm-water management and re-use) and finally downstream management (waste-

water treatment, reclaimed recovery/use and environmentally-acceptable discharge).  A further 

responsibility of the WSP concerns stewardship of the Dawson Creek urban watershed (DCUW) for riparian 

habitat protection, recreational amenity and flood-risk mitigation. Given that flows from both the north and 

south branches originate outside municipal boundaries within the Peace River Regional District, 

consistency in water management is necessary to respect other Regional Land-Use Plans (South Peace 

Comprehensive Rural Plan, and South Dawson Fringe Area Plan, respectively).  

These plans have together, provided direction for the achievement of specific deliverables relating to 

watershed research, planning, governance and regulatory compliance. Much work remains to be done in 

formalizing the working relationships through appropriate governance, but which has been enabled 

through a major Program focus on baseline research to guide decision-making.  

The WSP initiative is unique for a small northern urban municipality in Canada given its intention to 

address land and water management issues which extend beyond local jurisdictional boundaries. The 

program was established as a result of planning and research work completed over a period of two 

decades under the guidance of its recently retired Water Resource Manager. This included preparation of 

the City’s first Integrated Watershed Management Plan in 1991, followed with a subsequent update of that 

Plan in 2003, and recognition of drinking water management objectives in the 1999 Land and Resource 

Management Plan. A Source Water Protection Plan completed in 2007 was given regulatory impetus by the 

Drinking Water Protection Act (2001),  and creation of the Northern Regional Drinking  Water Team which 

operates under a provincial Memorandum of Understanding  for Inter-Agency Accountability and 

Coordination on Drinking Water Protection) (see page 43 in SWPP) . 

  

http://www.dawsoncreek.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Kiskatinaw_Final.pdf
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Figure 1: An Integrated Water Management System 



 

 

Community Outreach in Watershed Stewardship 

 

 

                                           Sharing City watershed program results at community information sessions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Peace River Regional District sponsored event:  “Dialogue on Regional Watershed Stewardship” 

 



 

 

 

Getting out with residents on a field tour of the Shell water hub 

 

 

Educating interested residents on water withdrawals at the Arras water intake 

  



 

 

Technical Outputs from Watershed Stewardship Program Research and Monitoring 

(A) Watershed Characterization and Assessment 

UNBC Kiskatinaw Research Study:  

This Study was developed by the former Watershed Steward in partnership with UNBC 

(Environmental Engineering Program) as a three year graduate research initiative involving two PhD 

students focused on increasing understanding of surface and groundwater hydrology. An additional 

land-use change component was developed in 2011 as a M.Sc project under the same agreement.  

The objectives of this study were as follows: 

- To generate maps, hydrological analyses and modelling tools to characterize use of the land, 

and the movement of water in the Kiskatinaw watershed; 

- To understand the seasonal fluctuation of the water regime, particularly during periods of low 

flows which is of greatest concern for the City’s  water supply; 

- To determine surface-groundwater interactions for better understanding this component of 

water balance for the Upper Watershed, and again particularly relevant for low flow years; 

- To assess  land use change and implications for watershed management, particularly given 

expansion and anticipated growth of oil & gas activities and enabling bettering 

understanding of potential hazards to the drinking water supply; 

- To develop models to project mid-term and long-term effects of climate change on the water 

regime. 

Much work was completed by the research team covering various components of hydrology and land-

use study.  In order to examine groundwater-surface water interaction in the KRW, a groundwater 

monitoring network was established  in 2010 by installing 26 piezometers equipped with Odyssey 

data loggers in the KRW. Piezometers were inserted into the ground using hand auger and slide 

hammer such that the bottom of the piezometer remained minimum 40 cm below the groundwater 

level for capturing all season data. Each Odyssey data logger was calibrated using 3-point calibration 

method as outlined by Odyssey before inserting in the piezometer. Data loggers were set to 20 

minutes for data collection of ground water level. For a review of the Executive Summary and 

technical reports associated with this project, the reader is directed to the following Dawson Creek 

watershed background information page. The following is a summary of key findings and 

recommended next steps for building upon this research. 

 

  

Undertaking a cross-section flow 

survey on the Kiskatinaw River 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cross sectional representation of sample of level monitoring and noting data gaps during peak flow periods 



 

 
1.0 Hydrometric Analyses:  

Specific results of this surface hydrology component are highlighted in the following extension note 

along with proposed next steps to expand on this research (Box A). Key findings indicate different 

sub-basin flow contributions, which suggest the importance of both the East and West Kiskatinaw 

headwaters in supplying the system from both surface and shallow groundwater: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box A: Technical Extension Note UNBC -  Hydrometric Analyses 

a) hydrometric analyses were undertaken with field data compiled from 2010-11 and resulted in 

approximated stage curve development for six sub-basin stations; further analysis from 2012-13 data 

would need to compiled, and further analyses completed. 

b) The methodologies for obtaining the data are sound and meet the requirements of the provincial 

standard. 

c) Without the ability to measure discharge at higher water levels (i.e., during the freshet), there is not 

enough data to make extrapolations and predicting discharge at water levels above bank-full stage 

(Authors Note: additional peak-flow measurements were undertaken as a follow-up to the UNBC study in 

spring 2013 at several related locations to enable progress on this objective; 

d) All data is reasonable for the lower/drier period of the year, and can be used to understand hydrological 

patterns during low-flow conditions; 

e)  Extrapolation of this data cannot be relied upon unless it is within 50% of the maximum measured 

stage-discharge measurement; 

f) It is recommended going forward that the City deploy equipment (data loggers) that require minimal 

level of maintenance and re-calibration (ideally consider option of using cost effective use of telemetry 
at key locations – however, taking into account limitation to cel/radio network - , e.g  Upper cutbank, EW 

confluence, Jackpine).   The data loggers should be installed in properly completed monitoring wells, for 
which collected piezometric data is reliable.  

 



 

 
2.0 Shallow Groundwater – Surface Interactions and Modelling 

The regional groundwater flow direction in the KRW was determined using gridded surface subsurface 

hydrologic analysis (GSSHA) model (Downer, 2002) based on observed groundwater level data collected 

from the groundwater monitoring network of 26 piezometers. Before using these collected groundwater 

table data, barometric pressure correction was applied on those data because groundwater table 

fluctuates by atmospheric pressure with altitude change. Based on analysis of the regional groundwater 

flow field in the KRW, it is found that the groundwater flow pattern in the KRW is mainly a through-flow 

system (i.e., groundwater passing through the stream network, see Figure 1). This is related to the surficial 

geology of the system which varies from coarse to mixed till and fine deposits as shown below .  

Key findings of this study 

component point to new insights 

gained about how shallow 

groundwater feeds the Kiskatinaw 

River supply subject to seasonal 

fluctuations from dry to wet years. 

As indicated in Figure 1 and Table 

1, an analysis of flows at the 

Farmington Station indicates this 

groundwater input ranges from 

58% in a wet-year (2011) to 75% 

contribution in a dry year (2008). 

This finding is of great significance 

to the City during drought years 

and with further analysis of 

upstream flow data, further 

justification is provided to 

increase groundwater monitoring 

and protection, The results also 

indicate that more shallow and 

deep monitoring wells data are 

needed for further 

characterization.  

In further modelling of climate-

change scenarios based on a 

detailed analysis of the lower 

Mainstem, this study component 

confirmed the importance of late 

summer groundwater 

contributions and the continuing 

importance of winter precipitation for aquifer recharge. This is particularly important when considered in 

combination with land-use change (loss of vegetation cover, and increased runoff due to increased extent 

of linear features.  With expansion of all-season climate stations, greater certainty of flow conditions can 

be better ascertained for  long-term drought management and flood impact mitigation planning. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Equipotential flow through estimated from shallow groundwater flow and landscape relief 



 

 
Ground to Surface Interactions (from Saha, 2013) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 



 

 
3.0 Land-Use Change and Analysis 

 
Change in wetland area seems to be one of the key feature in the Kiskatinaw river watershed in the last 
20 years. Based upon rigorous analysis of remote sensing data, followed with field ground-truth study, 

the Study noted some significant changes (Fig 5). Wetland depletion was one such finding in the 

watershed as shown in Figures  3 & 4 for the Upper East Kiskatinaw. 
 

As part of its effort to more fully ascertain the results of the interim land-use change component of the 

UNBC research, the work was subjected to peer and academic review by the researchers. Based upon 
feedback from watershed specialists, including local FRLNO staff (Dawson Creek), the research team 

was asked to undertake supplementary analysis to confirm spatial analysis. Further investigation is 

required to understand the depletion dynamics, including: 
 

- Having the methodology further reviewed by  external experts to confirm findings (e.g. wetland 

loss causal factors such as climate change, development, ecological transition) 

- Define and apply a defendable methodology for field proofing. 

- Keep tracking and illustrating modification of built-up area (every 2 years). 

- Assess how development activities affect wetland hydrology (road design affecting or diverting 
surface runoff on wetland recharge) 

- Assess whether Kiskatinaw watershed region could be tracked by G.R.A.C.E (Gravity Recovery & 

Climate Experiment)  

 

 

41 
 

 

2010 

Figure 27c: LULC maps of East KRW in 2010 

39 
 

 

Figure 25a: LULC maps of East KRW in 1984 

1984 

Figure 3 Figure 4 

http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/
http://www.csr.utexas.edu/grace/


 

 

 

 

  

Figure 5 

CL – Cropland  CF – Coniferous forest DF – Deciduous forest MF – Mixed Forest P/RF – Planted or 

Regrowth Forest CB – Cutblocks PS- Pasture WT – Open Water WL – Wetland BA – Built up area 

Ongoing challenges related to road-side runoff control and sedimentation (on Upper Kiskatinaw Forest 

Service Road July 24, 2013) 



 

 
 

  Updated Source Water Protection 

Plan (Spatial information on 

infrastructure) 



 

 
Hydrogeology Research    

Groundwater research remains a high priority for the City, based upon its growing understanding of 

the relationship between shallow aquifers and their role in feeding River surface water flows in the 

Upper Kiskatinaw. Much more needs to be done to build on the UNBC study which had a very limited 

scope of research on this topic, but did indicate the following features: 

 In Box B, we highlight some of the key recommendations for going forward on this important topic. 

Other related work highlights include the following: 

 a compilation of shallow-well aquifer drilling in proximity to Arras, along with a cross-sectional 

profile of the shallow groundwater along an east-west axis at Arras, indicates variability in 

underlying aquifers but indicating future potential supply augmentation as earlier suggested 

to the City (Kala Report, 2001) – see Figure 6,7;   

 BC government mapping and testing of aquifers in the Dawson Creek area made progress, and 

a third groundwater monitoring station was established in the (lower) Kiskatinaw River area;  

 An effort was made to obtain provincial-federal support to commission  a detailed electro-

magnetic surveying of the 208 Rd to link with a BC Energy Mines & Resources/Natural 

Resources Canada project for groundwater mapping in the area, and this remains an 

important data gap to properly assess aquifer potential; 

S  

Sharing experiences at the Fort St 

John Regional Forum on Peace 

Region Water Management (March 

2013) 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 and 7: Arras shallow-well drilling 

activity and hydro-geological cross-section 



 
 

 

 

         

 

 Additional discussions were held with both industry, government and GeoScience BC to see 

how we might build on the work of the Montney Water Project; some support in principle was 

obtained, and with further effort and City support a proposal can be pursued to study 

aquifers in watershed most affected by development the East Kiskatinaw River and 

Halfmoon-Oetata sub-basins. 

 

 Further hydrogeological cross-sections were developed by GW Solutions (Dr. Gilles Wendling) 

with assistance from his research staff, hydrogeologist Katharine Trajan, and InterraPlan’s 

watershed researcher and sub-contractor Chelsea McClellan ( Enviro Logics – this work 

provides important insight into the underlying deep geology and water bearing formations 

that indicate varying pressures potentially linked to surface recharge at Bearhole Lake and 

the Upper (East and West Kiskatinaw River – see Figures 8 , 9) 

 

 Limited research was also done to investigate depths to shallow aquifers in a cross-section 

at Arras to show any indication of potential for groundwater in proximity to the City’s river 

intake, and in response to an expanded  

The art and science of mapping aquifers involves seismic survey and interpreting depth 

to groundwater; photo taken on Hwy 97 south of Braden Road 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Hydrogeological cross-sections study (2013) 

expanding upon Montney Water Project (2011) 



 
 

 

Figure 9:  cross-section along the west axis of the Upper Kiskatinaw River showing potential for Bearhole Lake recharge from 

deep formations 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Box B: Technical Extension Note -  Going Forward on Groundwater Researrch in the Kiskatinaw  

 

 Since there was a minimal hydrogeology component of the UNBC research, further work is need to 

understand the complexity of ground-surface interaction, including follow up from the UNBC work 
to regional groundwater flow studies.  This requires a strong collaboration with industry partners 

and government to complete such a study under the scope of the Secure Water Supply.  The WS 
Program has pursued this since 2010.   

 

 The commitment by industry to better map shallow aquifer and groundwater through providing 

access to data and long-term monitoring of their water supply wells, and providing information 
about the upper 100 m of the subsurface will be key in characterizing the groundwater flow and to 

better understand the role played by groundwater in providing water supply under drought 
conditions (as in 2012). 

 

 There is a need to further define and map areas where overburden aquifers play a role in storage 

and transport of groundwater  (soil isopac); focusing upon: 

 

- Large hyporheic areas (along stream beds) 

-  Zones at base of sub-watershed where topographic conditions promote fans, or colluvium 
deposits. 

- In the lower watershed where buried channels are present, particularly immediately upstream 
of Arras intake. 

 

 There is a need to define and map areas where bedrock aquifers play a role in storage and 

transport of groundwater 
 

 Define “mountain block recharge” principles for the Kiskatinaw watershed (e.g. role played by 

groundwater moving through the fractured bedrock aquifers and discharging either laterally or 
vertically – upward, to surface water or to overburden aquifers). 

 

 Artesian zones should be mapped to determine their role in river recharge (e.g. as observed at the 

Halfmoon-Oetata confluence) 

 

 Effort is needed to define and illustrate groundwater fluxes to surface water, per sub-watershed, 

using analytical tools, and compare to PART modeling results. 
 



 
 

Water Supply 

Following on the incidence of extremes in the flow regime in recent years (2010-12), the Upper 

Kiskatinaw was more representative of average flows in 2013 (see graphs below). An expanded 

focus on river gauging was commissioned and included: 

 peak flow study of most sub-basins as recommended for follow-up to UNBC hydrometric 

 installation of water level guage at Arras weir 

 completion of Arras river cross-section at Kiskatinaw River bridge (Hwy 97) to establish 

upstream stage curve 

The WSP continues to serve a valuable role in understanding broad trends affecting the UKR 

Watershed resulting from climate change and land-use development, and proposing management 

options for addressing these issues in support of City Council priorities for water security, as well as 

potentially improved river forecast capabilities and industrial water applications. 

 

 

Doing feeder stream surveys at Bearhole Lake  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: Forest Practices Board, 2011 plus Water Survey of Canada Data at Farmington 

Station on Lower Kiskatinaw  

 

Figure 10  Current  and Historical Flows in the Kiskatinaw River  

Peak Flow in 2013 = 85.57 m3  compared to  

Mean Peak Flow for Historical Record (1966-2012) below 



 

 

Features of 2013 Water Supply 

 The past year showed a return to normal flow conditions after extreme years 2010-13; this was 

due to increased snow pack as compared to the winter 2012/13 period 

 Flows for the period July-Oct dating back to 1944-2010 are shown above and reflected on the 

following series of graphics and summary table below, and noting that the Farmington 

hydrometric guage in fact registered no flows for the month of Sept 2012 

 Following a period of low flows in late Aug, early Sept, a second water release trial was 

undertaken Sept 24 at the Bearhole Lake Reservoir Weir with a sustained flow of approx. 4500 

m3/day  

 Notwithstanding some intervening precipitation, approx. delivery of flow to Arras was 8 days 

 Continuous monitoring of Reservoir levels indicate continuous recharge 

 

 

 

 

 

Kiskatinaw River Cross-Section 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Bearhole Lake overflow (Aug 1,2) 

 

 

 

 

 

         



 

 

  
 

 

 Initiation of Bear Hole Lake Water Balance Study showing 

piezometer and guage installations 

 

  



 

 

Bearhole Lake Reservoir and Weir Management 

Following on its 2012 report and various meetings or correspondence with BC Parks and MoE 

officials, the City undertook several actions during the past year. Key tasks included the following: 

- Winter and summer lake sampling for water quality parameters (dissolved oxygen, and 

temperatures) at Lake deep station was undertaken; 

- Continued operation of a controlled release of the Weir to determine efficacy of withdrawals 

for water supply augmentation (Sept 24 to Nov 7); 

- Repair of disconnected log-boom following separation during ice-off in spring 2013; 

- Initiation of permitting for a fish passage assessment, and proposed for spring 2014; 

Completion of the final year of annual shoreline vegetation survey; 

- Field and aerial reconnaissance of Bearhole Lake area timber harvesting by Canfor, in 

conjunction with FLRNO Staff (spring 2013); 

- Initiation of a 3 year Lake recharge study in association with Peace Technical Services; 

 

  Range of drainage basins north, west and east directions, and locations of guages including V-

notch weirs (2), shallow and surface flow piezometers  

 



 

 

 

Recommendations Going Forward 

1. To enable protection of City water license allocation during periods of extreme low flows given 

other regional water use demands, the FLNRO be requested to develop a Kiskatinaw River 

Water Allocation and Drought Management Plans in associated with all affected stakeholders; 

 

2. To undertake a Flood Risk Mitigation Strategy that addresses long-term integrated urban 

stormwater management objectives and infrastructure management: 

 

3. Commission research on DCUW hydrometrics, enhanced wetland storage feasibility for the north 

Branch and other options for structural in-stream flood risk mitigation.  

 

4. Evaluate relationship of climate change 

on wildfire risk resulting from expanding 

Mountain Pine Beetle infestation, and 

potential effects on drinking water 

supply and quality  (associated with 

potential increase in Total Organics, 

and higher associated costs for 

treatment to minimize production of Tri-

halo methanes as recognized in the 

2007 Source Water Protection Plan.) 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Encana fall field tour, showing: well 

site reclamation, use of acoustic 

panels for noise reduction and 

Farmington water hub facility with 

storage (2 x 12,000m3) with salt  

water recovery and well-site 

produced water recycling  



 

 

(B) Water Quality Stewardship  

Work on water quality stewardship within the Upper Kiskatinaw River Watershed remains a high 

priority notwithstanding major capital investments in treatment technology by the City of Dawson 

Creek over a period of many years. Risks of spills from chemical transport and use (hydrocarbons, 

frac fluids, pesticides/herbicides, fertilizers), increased use of various industrial chemical 

applications (well development, storage and land-disposal) and expanding gas infrastructure 

throughout the watershed highlight a need for continual regulatory monitoring, compliance reporting 

and environmental risk reduction. Other risks exist from non-point sources indicate a need for a 

system-wide water quality monitoring program so that any deleterious substances might be tracked 

to individual sub-basins. In 2013, some important steps were taken to address the need for greater 

attention to Source Water Protection Plan implementation. 

 An expanded sampling regime of testing was undertaken in the spring and summer at the 

same locations as the hydrometric network; this included sampling for turbidity, total 

coliforms/E.Coli, and the full range of possible chemical contaminants (results for the latter 

did not show any detectable levels) 

 The Water Treatment Plant installed a new and more sensitive Hydrocarbon detection guage  

linked to is SCADA system 

 Water quality sampling in the South Brassey Sub-Basin (Crawley Road) was undertaken to 

determine the presence of fecal coliforms, and baseline characterization for chemical 

parameters. Results of these tests continue to show high to very high bacteria presence in 

the Brassey Creek sub-basin (will be undertaken at the lower Kiskatinaw sub-basin above the 

Arras intake. 

 An update of the Source Water Protection Plan was developed in the spring/summer of 2013 

and tendered as a Drinking Water Quality Risk Assessment with a closing of Sept 4 to include 

a spatial land-use update, risk analysis and field audit components; this was done with the 

support and assistance of an interagency working group consisting of BC-OGC (A.Chapman), 

MoE (C.VanGeloven), and NHA (S.Withrow); at the advice of the IWG, it was suggested that 

the proponents lacked adequately specialization in risk assessment for oil & gas operations, 

and insufficient details on conducting a field audit component;  

 as  a result of the cancelled tender and given limited remaining field season, it was 

recommended that the project be reduced in scope with an initial phase of work focused 

upon spatial analysis and preliminary risk assessment based upon available data (phase 1) 

 pending completion of data-gap analysis concerning oil/gas waste facilities (chemical 

composition of stored produced water), the City will be enabled to proceed to Phase 2 field 

audit including site sampling to further assess risks and infrastructure design/management 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Preliminary Analyses for Water 

Quality Risk Assessment (Phase I) 

Source: Kerr Wood Leidel, 2013 



 

 

Key Features of Water Quality Stewardship 

 Total Organic Carbon and Turbidity levels are showing a consistent downward trend over the 

past decade, have coincided with reduced logging activity, but increased gas development 

indicating possible linkage to changes in watershed hydrology (lower peak flows), and 

improved land management practice 

 Turbidity, Bacteria and pathogens have had sustained high levels in the lower Brassey 

drainage 

 Sediment and water column sampling results did not show any indications of industrial 

chemical accumulations above detectable levels. 

Recommendations Going Forward: 

1. Expansion of development activity over the past 5 years, indicate need for updating of 

Hazard Assessment and Source Water Protection Plan 

2. Restating of commitment by all regulatory agencies in support for implementation of the 

Dawson Creek Source Water Protection Plan (2007)  to consider gaps, and need for 

improved information-sharing on risks – particularly as it relates to risks from oil and gas 

development operations upstream of the Arras intake (sump pit leakage assessments, 

monitoring of land-disposal sites for well development waste fluids, integrity assessments for 

pipeline crossings over 

water-courses, 

produced waste 

hauling/spill incidents); 

3. Need for increased 

groundwater monitoring 

and protection with 

formal plans in areas 

considered vulnerable 

due to surficial geology 

(coarse deposits in 

upper East Kiskatinaw, 

and artesian flow areas 

of the Halfmoon-Oetata) 

4. Evaluation of random gas wells for potential migration of deep 

formation gases into shallow- aquifers resulting from hydraulic fracturing operations in areas 

adjacent to Arras intake 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Winter water sampling 



 

 

Watershed Plan Implementation 

 

Watershed management and protection issues have been identified since 1991 through an inter-

agency process that resulted in the Kiskatinaw Watershed Management Plan (KWMP). This work led 

to the creation of a Notation of Interest to recognize and guide land-use management in the 

watershed. The Dawson Creek Land and Resource Management Plan (DC-LRMP) further articulated 

how land-uses would be managed through the identification of Protected Areas (Bearhole Lake 

headwaters), and Enhanced Management Areas (East and West Kiskatinaw River Corridors).  As 

resource development in the watershed expanded over that decade, an updated Watershed 

Management Plan was completed in 2003. Subsequent to the passing of the Drinking Water 

Protection Act (2001), the City further commissioned completion of a Source Water Protection Plan 

(SWPP) in 2003. More recently, the issue of watershed designation was highlighted in the BC Oil and 

Gas Commission Environmental Protection and Management Regulation (see Text Box A).  

A summary of the issues, objectives, milestones and current status related to Kiskatinaw watershed 

management plan implementation is presented in Appendix A. Key challenges and 

recommendations for addressing this area of interest are as follows: 

Development Project Referrals: Industrial development applications are required to consider drinking 

water and water management issues in accordance with various regulations (e.g. Water Act, Oil and 

Gas Activities Act, Drinking Water Protection Act). Proponents are advised, but not required, to 

undertake consultations with various stakeholders. The Watershed Steward reviews all such 

referrals from either government or industry applicants and responses provided to address any 

concerns. Such comments are solicited by third-party consultants/land agents to determine if there 

any issues, clarifications or further clarifications required. When concerns, do arise this usually (but 

not always) generates follow-up response by the proponent, and further review undertaken including 

field investigation if required. Over the past 2 years, various issues have emerged related to the 

project referral process and attempts have been made to generate inter-agency discussions with the 

aim of enhancing and increasing the efficacy of consultation and on-the-ground results. Initial 

consultations were held on this and related information sharing matters  in the fall of 2013 with the 

OGC and interest in follow-up discussions are proposed to continue involving all relevant agencies. 

In the case of Dawson Creek, the BC government’s “notation of interest” includes the entire 

Kiskatinaw River watershed and does not differentiate drinking water issues pertaining to the upper 

watershed above the Arras intake.  As a result, there are several projects (i.e. in the lower Kiskatinaw 

River watershed) are not reviewed given the lack of direct relevance to the City. This discrepancy 

generates considerable unnecessary time on the part of both the proponent and the City in reviewing 

projects outside its 'principal interest' area within the Upper Kiskatinaw or within the Dawson Creek 

urban watershed or airshed. Progress has been made in recent years, to ensure watershed and sub-

basin boundaries are at least shown on project application maps by most (gas) industry proponents, 

but there is lack of consistency in applying this critical  map information detail which may be due to 

lack of direction by government on this matter or insufficient project management communication. 

Unlike other matters outlined in these project descriptions such as traffic, dust control, etc. water 

management/drinking water protection issues are also not explicitly articulated in project 

applications (runoff-control to control erosion/sedimentation, waste water handling, water supply 

source and allocations). Such proposals are also presented as a series of incremental development 

activities rather as a complete project.  It is not clear, therefore, in these project summaries how 



 

 

multi-phase developments (access, infrastructure access, site developments) are addressing 

cumulative watershed stewardship concerns in association with other existing or proposed 

development activities. The need for such referral process has been raised with government and 

industry representatives since 2010 through correspondence and focus-group consultations.  

Finally, there appears to be only a vague, if any, appreciation of the City's existing Watershed 

Management Plans or Source Water Protection Plan nor adequate understanding of key resource 

(i.e. land/water) management issues that are contained within the Dawson Creek Land and 

Resource Management Plan (see Text Box B). The lack of attention to, or periodic government review 

of LRMP implementation as it may pertain to cumulative impacts on water resources may lead to the 

Management Intent (goals, objectives and strategies) being undermined over time (as indicated in 

the report of the Forest Practices Board, 2011).  

Recommendations Going Forward:  

 Convene the informal InterAgency Working Group  to review the results of the Phase I Drinking 

Water Quality Hazard Risk Assessment, and addressing data information gap needs for updating 

the City’s 2007 Water Source Protection Plan.  

 Undertake a formal review of operational planning issues related to the existing consultation and 

referral process with a focus on addressing specific water management measures; 

 Review management regime for class S4-6 streams given the significance of ephemeral water 

courses in sediment delivery during peak rainfall periods with resulting impacts to water quality 

and fish habitat from increased turbidity/suspended sediment; 

 Undertake formal designation of the Upper Kiskatinaw River/Domestic Supply area as a 

“Designated watershed”  to provide regulatory agency mandate and service-plan commitments 

to KWMP and SWPP implementation;  

 Continue to undertake consultations with all key development sectors (forestry, mining, ranching) 

with respect to understanding of Watershed Plan goals and objectives implementation; 

 Re-examine land-use designation and management regime in Dawson Creek LRMP  in 

consideration of cumulative land-use impact change.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

  

Designated Watersheds  

 
All oil and gas activities must be planned and undertaken in accordance with Section 4(b) of the 
EPMR. Several designated watersheds have been established under Section 35 of the EPMR by the 
Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. The order and its associated map and 
spatial data are available at the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations website.  
All oil and gas activity applications within a designated watershed must be accompanied by a detailed 
mitigation strategy demonstrating how any material adverse effect on the quality and/or quantity of 
water, and the natural timing of water flow, as a result of the activity and its operating area, will be 
mitigated.  
 
Kiskatinaw Watershed  

 
The Kiskatinaw watershed, upstream from the City of Dawson Creek municipal water intake, has been 
formally identified as a Notation of Interest, although it has not been designated under Section 35 
of the EPMR at this time.  
 
For all oil and gas activities proposed within the Kiskatinaw watershed, applicants must consider the 

potential impact of the proposed activity to the values within the watershed and plan activities 

accordingly. This may include consultation with the City of Dawson Creek. Additional application 

information should include an explanation of how potential impacts will be avoided or mitigated. 

BC Oil and Gas Commission – Environmental Protection and Management Regulation Version 

1.8 November 2012..pp 10 

* emphasis added 

Field work in the watershed: 

undertaking Geodetic surveys for 

water level guage monitoring  



 

 

Public Outreach for Watershed  Awareness 

A major commitment of time was again devoted in 2013 to developing increased understanding 

within the community regarding watershed issues and water conservation. This included delivery of a 

range of water awareness activities delivered at World Water Day, Drinking Water Week and 

throughout the year including: 

 School presentations (rural and urban elementary and high schools) 

 Conference presentations in BC and Alberta 

 Professional development seminars (BCWWA, Canadian Water Network, FreshWater Alliance)   

 Stakeholder focus-group sessions and consultations (industry, government) 

 Community presentations and meetings (SureWater Campaign) 

 Stewardship group liaison (One Island Lake Community Association, Ducks Unlimited, Rotary Club, 

Timberline Nature Club, Dawson Creek Watershed Society 

 Public forum on water issues hosted by the PRRD (Northern Lights College) 

 Educational tours (Watershed, Reclaim Facility, Water Intake/Plant) 

 Industry tours and watershed management issues review (Shell, Murphy and Encana) 

 City Council and staff presentations, and monthly reports 

 Maintenance of City Water Page and Facebook site for “Dawson Creek Watershed Program” 

including archive of consultant reports 

 Production of information brochures, Webinar 

 Collaboration for One Island Lake & Kiskatinaw Watershed stewardship digital story (UNBC) 

Recommendations Going Forward 

There is a need to sustain public awareness about water issues, given a lack of understanding about 

watershed function in terms of supply and quality. Increased use of online tools is valuable, but other 

creative ways of engaging non-traditional sectors on the value of water conservation is critical. 

Continued implementation of the above listed methods will help to strengthen this awareness and 

support for the City’s current Water Strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Sharing Water stewardship experiences at UNBC forum 



 

 

Watershed Stewardship Decision-Making and Governance 

Improved decision-making to achieve implementation of Water Management and Source Protection 

Plan goals is essential for improved decision-making. This is particularly important in the face of 

impending gas development expansion in the watershed. With increased engagement by key 

agencies (OGC, FLRNO, MoE) and industry, progress was made in gaining greater recognition and 

support for City watershed management objectives. Consultations were undertaken at the request of 

FLRNO on review of the north-east Water Strategy, and at two regional Water forums hosted by the 

PRRD, and the Fraser Basin Council. In addition, the Watershed Steward also accepted a seat on the 

North East Oil & Gas Health Advisory Committee which is coordinated by the Northern Health 

Authority. 

The next step to better formalize the collaborative governance system will require formal request to 

the Province to establish a Kiskatinaw Watershed Advisory Council where all relevant stakeholders  

can share information and priorities for water management (see attached model of structure and 

desired outcomes). Such an initiative would be consistent with objectives of the forthcoming Water 

Sustainability Act concerning watershed governance, and if supported as proposed, could be 

undertaken within the context of a pilot Water Sustainability Plan. 

Key actions to address watershed governance issues in the past year included the following: 

 Recommendation to Council for formal request to the BC government for designation of 

the Watershed as a Designated Watershed (BCOGC Environmental Protection and 

Management Guidelines); 

 Consultations  with resource industry representatives and relevant government 

representatives on matters related to development project referrals and need for 

improved referrals; 

 Ongoing review of BC watershed governance models and implementation issues 

 Networking amongst Canadian watershed stewardship organizations with focus on 

leadership by all levels of government, non-government groups, industry and academia 

Recommendation on Addressing Kiskatinaw Watershed Governance  

1. Formalize creation of a Kiskatinaw Watershed Advisory Council and Inter-Agency Advisory 

Group by request to all relevant senior government  representatives (Regional Managers)  

with focus on key priorities on the following : 

 

i) review of existing Watershed Mgt Plan implementation (2003) and Water Source Protection 

Plan related to updated Hazard Risk Assessment 

ii) Bearhole Lake Weir Management   

iii) Water Allocation Planning   

iv) Flood and Drought Risk Mgt 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Appendix A: Project Review on Kiskatinaw River Watershed Study Implementation 

Background: Two PhD and one MSc proposals formed the foundation of the Agreement with the City – a project 

that was development by former Watershed Steward P.Caputa (2009-2010): 

 

a)      “Examining present and future land use and river discharge levels for the Kiskatinaw River, Dawson Creek” by 

Faye Krol (Hirschfield) and Dr. Jueyi Sui; 

b)      “Development of Risk-based Water Resources Management in the Kiskatinaw River Watershed under 

Changing Climatic Conditions by Gopal C Saha and Dr. Jianbing Li 

 

With Faye Hirschfield’s departure as Study Lead to undertake another PhD project, the project evolved to a 

comprehensive one entitled “Examining Present and Future Water Resources for the Kiskatinaw River Watershed, 

BC”, with joint oversight by Dr.’s Sui and Li. In 2011,  MSc. Student Shekhar Paul undertook the more in-depth 

land-use change component to build on the original proposal. 

 

It was the general opinion of the City in its own review of preliminary results, plus other specialist feedback to 

interim reports, that the Study created valuable new insight into hydrological function of the watershed. This 

included sub-basin analysis of surface discharge contributions; shallow-groundwater to surface interactions 

through hydrological modelling,  remote sensing data analysis of land-use change  and limited water quality 

analyses upon which to build further understanding. Though there were significant challenges with Project 

implementation given its broad scope, the City is grateful to UNBC for the considerable investment of time, energy 

and interest in supporting the base of watershed science to improve Program implementation and Source Water 

Protection Plan objectives. 

Achievement of Study Objectives 
 

 the original project proposal was very ambitious and some activities were not completed as intended 

(based on the original proposal, but remain as objectives of interest to the City, including investigations of 
sediment levels and sources for each sub-basin, determination of sub-basin infiltration capacity 

differences, effects of oil/gas development through hydrological modelling); 

 the original project budget (including partner contributions) was based upon a greater number of field 

activities that could be completed (27 field trips proposed for hydrometric data gathering, and with shift of 

study objectives did not result in this full extent of planned hydrometric data collection & analysis, nor full 
processing of data gathered from the period of Sept 2011-May 2013  

 the change of Study project Team Lead did not impact upon hydrometric network data collection for first 

two years as this work was continued on an employment basis with the Min of Environment, including field 
assistant support; 

 the 2011 Flood event  was a major set-back for time and data collection plus loss of one station (Brassey), 

and some water level gauges created some loss of study objectives; 

 additional research such as groundwater flow direction at One Island Lake was a minor supplementary 

investigation which the team did pursue at City’s request in 2011/12 

 supplementary additional undergrad research work to characterize headwater hydrology as a way to add 
further value to the Kiskatinaw River study; 

 additional review of land-use change component was conducted through City facilitated meeting with Min 

of Forests Lands and Nat Resource Operations (Dawson Creek), and comments provided to reflect 
limitations and possible follow-up analysis and based on this input two additional years of remote sensing 

data analysis was undertaken to ascertain key findings to significant ‘wetland loss’; 

 water quality data was very limited in study, and though useful to show trends (e.g. in total organic carbon, 

dissolved oxygen and turbidity (Brassey only), there was very limited analysis given to the causes of these 

changes, and further emphasis should be given to this work (e.g. land-use development changes, road 
construction/maintenance in key areas, including reference to City commissioned reports 

Project Administration 
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Stewardship Element 1991 Integrated Watershed  

Management Plan 

 2003 Integrated Watershed 

Management Plan 

Actions 

Resource Mgt Guide 1980  Guidelines for Watershed Management of Crown Lands Used as Community Water Supplies   

Watershed Component Concerns Recommended Response Concerns Recommended Response & Outcomes 
(highlighted) 

Quality - removal of vegetative cover causing turbidity, 

changes in colour, odour and taste 

- declining Lake levels in watershed 

- adherence to Guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water 

Quality – GCDW 4th Edition applied to raw-water 

source; 

 -  EMR & Oil industry contingency plans for spills 

(OSCAR) linked to Prov Emergency Plan 

-  intake raw-water sampling; 

-  main corridor assessment for suspended sediment 

sources 

- MoE licencing of all river users 

-  BC Hydro notification to NHA to track domestic waste 

systems 

- upstream oil pipeline risk to Arras 

intake 

- cumulative access development  

potential for inc sediment 

- risk of drilling mud waste leaching  

into ground or surface water 

- road runoff  has risk as potential 

source of contaminants  

- roads potential source of spill 

contaminants 

- natural erosion continuing source 

of sediment from peak flow events 

due to erosion 

- develop contingency plan for water quality 

emergency  response (forest fire, spills, etc. 

 -  lack of clarity around source water quality 

monitoring 

-  continue actions for water quality protection 

(sediment source reduction, oil contaminant  

prevention,  general resource dev, recreation) 

-- installed new sensitive hydrocarbon monitor at 

raw-water intake 

-  oil pipeline maintenance, automatic shutoffs at  

watercourse crossings, along with formal 

monitoring and inspection (received notification 

by Conoco (formerly Burlington) that oil line not 

in use an was purged of contents. 

 - use of chemicals (agricultural 

pesticides/fertilizers, silviculture, fire retardant, 

oil/gas dev;  weed control on both Crown/private 

land, grazing tenures) 

-  promote manual applications where feasible for 

vegetation/weed control 

- reduce chemical use  

- promote organic practices 

- continued  spring/fall water sampling by Pesticide 

Control Branch 

  

Fish & Wildlife - removal of streamside vegetation; 

- effects of resource dev on fur-bearers/beaver 

habitat; conversely, inc beaver activity affecting 

flows and quality (possible Giardia outbreaks) 

- lack of resource inventories, especially 

endangered species 

- use of F&W Habitat Protection Guidelines for 

Petroleum Industry; Interior Fish, Forestry & Wildlife 

guidelines for Forest Industry; 

- trapper/guide outfitter  notification  

  

Recreation - effects of resource development and roads on 

wilderness recreation activities (camping, fishing, 

hiking) 

- inc  opportunities for ATV, snowmobiling, X-

country skiing 

 

- encourage consideration of recreation in resource 

development planning; 

- public education on sanitary practices 

- human waste potential  

- localized sediment and fuel 

contaminants from inc ATV activity 

 

- develop ATV awareness program for 

environmental protection and responsible vehicle 

use 



 

 

Stewardship Element 1991 Integrated Watershed  Mgt Plan  2003 Integrated Watershed 

Management Plan 

Actions 

Watershed Component Concerns Recommended Actions Concerns Recommended Response & Outcomes 
(highlighted) 

Agriculture and Grazing 

 

 

- grazing of cattle near water courses 

- land clearing for agriculture and monitoring of 

private land activity 

- 10 metre leave strip for riparian zone 

- promote off-stream watering (dugouts, troughs) 

- drain feedlots/holding areas away from 

river/tributaries  

- promote conservation tillage 

- promote ALDA Guidelines
3
 

- unrestricted access by cattle to 

streams can introduce bacteria 

and parasites, and cause erosion 

- crop mgt nutrients and 

chemicals potential source of 

contaminants 

- develop partnerships with MoF and  grazing 

licencees to limit cattle impact to streams 

(facilitated new riparian fencing in the Bear Mtn 

Pature in collaboration with MoF range program) 

Forestry  - rate of harvest, size of cutblocks, reserve strips, 

site prep and timber harvesting on steep slopes 

(i.e. fish/wildlife habitat, erosion) 

- cutblock layout to enhance annual and snow melt 

period runoff while minimizing high runoff that causes 

erosion 

- apply Dawson TSA Res Mgt Plan forestry guidelines
4
 

- develop new MoE/ MoF  

guidelines for timber/agr dev 

- disturbed soils potential  source 

of sediment  

- shifting of harvest times, site/road maintenance, 

deactivation and restoration; 

- adopt all LRMP strategies & Forest Practices Code;  

- develop Total Chance Plans 

- develop coordinated Access Management Plans to 

minimize unnecessary roads 

- conduct annual (and joint) MoF inspections of 

forest development impacts on water, and referral 

of results with City (undertook forest development 

operations reviews in Bearhole and Brassey areas) 

- results-based mgt system to minimize water 

quality degradation 

 

Soil Erosion - induced sediment transfer from all dev activity 

roads, seismic lines, landings, well sites, stream 

crossings, gravel extraction  

- private land clearing of riparian zones 

- soil conservation on agricultural lands 

- strict adherence to MoE in-stream work guidelines; 

- recognition of erosion and soil stability concerns in res 

dev activity planning 

- coordinate road access development by resource 

users 

- cessation of construction under wet conditions  (Apr-

June), and peak storm periods; 

- design with 18 in+ culverts;  25 year return period 

peak flow5 

 -  undertake sediment source  identification and risk 

rate potential assessment with remedial plan 

- explore river riparian restoration opportunities 

 

- continued to explore sediment control mitigation 

in Brassey with Louisiana-Pacific, Encana and FLRNO 

based upon FREP surveys (Crawley Rd) 

 

Waste Mgt  - lack of site monitoring for silvicultural activities    

                                                   
3  Agriculture Land Development Assistance Program (PFRA administered) 
4
  Guidelines for Cutblock, shape, and reserve, reforestation 

5  Guidelines for Watershed Management of Crown Lands Used as Community  Water Supplies 



 

 
 

Stewardship Element 1991 Integrated 

Watershed  

Management Plan  

 2003 Integrated Watershed Management Plan  Actions 

Watershed Component Concerns Recommended Actions Concerns Recommended Actions 

Oil & Gas   - City not able to remove a wide range of dissolved chemicals or 

hydrocarbons and risk of filter fouling and treatment failure 

- L:ack of hydrocarbon detection system with auto shut-down at 

water intake, and lack of  back-up source water for City 

- develop joint watershed monitoring program 

with industry, stakeholders, agencies (raw-

water intake, sub-basin, selected active 

development for point-source determination) 

 

Mineral   - disturbed soils potential for stream sediment 

- potential water contaminants from processing and acid rock  run-off 

 

Watershed Monitoring - lack of Land Use 

activity monitoring 

- develop an GIS based  to track foot-print for 

watershed and eventually on sub-basin basis 

- establish a Crown land referral  “notification 

of interest’ 

- install ‘Community Water Supply’ signage 

- annual Plan review; 5 yr comp review 

-  lack of watershed monitoring 

 

 

- lack of domestic watershed awareness   

 

- lack of awareness of water conservation opportunities 

- installed more watershed awareness signage 

- develop ongoing  communication & education 

strategy to promote domestic water use 

conservation)) 

- undertook water supply and treatment system 

tours 

- participated in industry-led field tour to see 

stewardship best-practices 

- expanded water-smart/watershed awareness 

program, 

-  “watershed improvement day” , annual 

cleanup/restoration 

 

  



 

 

Stewardship Element 

 

 

1991 Integrated 

Watershed  

Management Plan 

 2003 Integrated Watershed Management Plan Actions 

Watershed 

Component 

Concerns Recommended Actions Concerns Recommended Actions 

Long Term 

Actions 

(Assessments,  

Planning, Education, 

Infrastructure 

  - insufficient collaboration with stakeholders 

 

- increasing evidence of watershed condition decline  

-  develop partnership with licensees, 

stakeholders 

- develop long-term monitoring plan of 

watershed conditions  

-  achieve healthy, functioning watershed  with 

protected areas where required 

 

   -  need for addressing gaps in watershed management  and policy 

due to i) lack of water/land protection responsibilities  by individual 

licensees/ resource stakeholders  and collectively  by users and 

agencies ii) lack of  communication plan (interface) between City and 

resource-users 

- policy analysis  in regulatory regime (all gov’t 

levels) to  achieve improved stewardship while 

supporting economic dev. 

- provided comment on North East Water 

Strategy and proposed Water Sustainability Act 

- develop partnership with Peace River Regional 

District 

- annual “State of the Watershed” assessments 

and annual reporting on Plan milestones 

   -  risk of water supply shortages with rising water demand - develop additional supplies  (storage) and 

conservation  (increase reservoir capacity to 18 

mo storage due to spill risk) 

- facility security measures 

- watershed “observe, record and report” 

program 

 

  



 

 

2007 Watershed Source Protection Plan:   

 Focus on multi-barrier approach to drinking water protection arising from 2003 Drinking Water Protection Act 

 Integrates work of Integrated Watershed Mgt Plans (1991, 2003) and Dawson Ck. LRMP (1999) and Kiskatinaw River Watershed Assessment (2004) 
Key Plan Objectives 

 Characterize the source area and land use activities 

 Identify hazards and vulnerabilities that may threaten the safety and sustainability of the water supply 

 Recommend risk management actions to address identified hazards 
Process 

 Module 1 - Delineate and characterize drinking water source(s); Module 2 - Conduct contaminant survey;  Module 7 - Characterize drinking water risks from source to tap; Module 8 - 
Recommend actions to improve drinking water protection 

Drinking Water Quality Considerations6
 Recommended Actions Assessment and Plan Implementation Issues 

(A) Hazard Assessment   

Physical Hazards 

Natural sources of turbidity and sediment 

Industrial sources of sediment ( oil and gas, 

forestry, and transportation corridors, grazing, 

recreation) 

 Planning, implementation, monitoring of works by watershed stakeholders and 
compliance monitoring by regulators (e.g. best-practices in engineering design with cross-
ditching/ditch blocks, culvert and ditch vegetation maintenance, well-site revegetation, 
road closures at vulnerable periods in spring, wet-periods) 

 continued research on watershed hydrology 
characterization with gov’t and industry 

 
 
 continued standard project referrals process 

in place, and stakeholder meetings to 
improve upon process  

Biological Hazards 

Bacteria, Protozoa, Viruses linked to wildlife, 

cattle and humans/domestic  animals;  

 

 Adherence to approved practices by stakeholders for human waste disposal (industry 
camps/worksites, resource users) 

 Regulator education on disposal and compliance monitoring 

 

 undertook water quality monitoring in 
watershed and water intake to track and 
treat with Class IV water treatment 
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Drinking Water Quality Considerations7 Recommended Actions Plan Implementation Outcomes 

Chemical Hazards (Hydrocarbons, 

Pesticides/Herbicides, Fertilizers, Road de-icing 

salt and chemical runoff) 

THM precursors (function of total organic 

carbons) and nutrient loading   

Refers to point-source, non-point and cumulative 

impacts 

 Pipeline risk monitoring by owner and spill contingency communication protocol with City 
with oversight by OGC 

 City to install, maintain and test hydrocarbon detection system at intake 

 Adherence to Applicator permits and regulatory monitor 

 Regulator education and compliance monitoring for pesticide, herbicides, and fertilizer use 
with focus on immediate upstream areas 

 made requests to OGC for info sharing on 
gas industry waste operations 
 

 Completed 2013 Phase I Drinking Water 
Quality Risk Assessment to updated 2007 
Source Water Protection Plan 
 

 Installed new Hydrocarbon Meter in at Arras 
water intake 

(B) Monitoring   Apply 2002 baseline characterization report 

 That a permanent monitoring program be developed and supported by MOU (all agencies) , 
City and stakeholders, with results reported to Drinking Water Officer (DWO), MOU 
agencies, and stakeholders annually  

 Recommended Kiskatinaw classified as a 
“Designated Watershed” under OGGA  to 
manage risk to supply (ground to surface 
flows) and quality (contaminant pathways) 
 

 Undertook continuing rural land-owner 
water stewardship awareness and 
regulatory compliance (agriculture activities, 
septic system maintenance mgt) 
 

(C) Compliance Reporting  Annual compliance reporting by MOU Agencies, with annual reports to DWO; 

 Summary report provided to MOU Agencies, stakeholders at annual watershed mtg 

 Adapt and update Source Protection Plan following monitoring and compliance reports 

 Tracked gas industry compliance on 
development and watershed protection 
objectives 
 

 

 

 

Note: Green Highlights indicate actions taken in 2013 regarding management plan implementation.
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